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BORA S Pure

The integrated extractor on the BORA S Pure cooktop fully draws
away vapours and odours while cooking from precisely where
they are created. If the automatic extractor function is activated,
the power adjusts to the amount of steam generated during the
current cooking process. There is no need for manual
intervention, so you can fully focus on cooking.
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Thanks to the large, easily accessible extractor opening, all BORA
S Pure parts that come into contact with cooking vapours can be
simply removed for cleaning. What’s more, they take up little
space in a dishwasher, so cleaning a cooktop extractor couldn’t
be any more convenient!
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Fresh air and a clear view

USL515AB

BORA trims for cooktop
depth 515 mm

BORA trims for cooktop
depth 515 mm All Black

PURSA/PURSU ** 580 × 515 mm

PUAKF

PUEF

BORA S Pure induction cooktop
with integrated cooktop extractor
available as an exhaust air (PURSA)
or recirculation (PURSU) system

BORA Pure
activated charcoal filter

BORA Pure
stainless steel grease filter
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Simple cleaning

USL515
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Only with BORA can things be this simple: the touch slider allows
you to easily operate the BORA S Pure with a tap or a swipe up or
down of your finger. All key operating functions can be effortlessly
accessed in just a few touches.
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Minimalist design with flush integration: the BORA S Pure is a
win for every kitchen! The asymmetrical position of the extractor
opening is particularly eye-catching, giving the cooktop an
extraordinary and modern look – further heightened by the
discreet operating panel with intelligent lighting.

m

Simple operation
0

Design

m

Available for delivery from CW 5 2022 in DE, AT, CH, BE, GB, IE, LU, NL, FR, ES, IT, AD, PT *
You can obtain further information from our weekly delivery times update in the BORA PartnerNet at partner.bora.com
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A surprising number of options.

Air inlet nozzles in a range of colours add a personal touch to the kitchen in a single step.

All product information
Best performance
Sophisticated technology for top performance: thanks to the
induction coils specially developed for BORA, the entire cooktop
surface can be optimally used. The four cooking zones of different
sizes can accommodate pots and pans of all conventional
dimensions. What’s more, with its quiet fan, the extractor is barely
audible even on high power.
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Would you like to find out more about BORA products?
Simply scan the QR code with your smartphone
or visit our website:
bora.com/s-pure

PUEDR

PUEDB

PUEDO

PUEDG

BORA Pure
air inlet nozzle red

BORA Pure
air inlet nozzle blue

BORA Pure
BORA Pure
air inlet nozzle orange air inlet nozzle greige

PUEDJ

PUED

BORA Pure
BORA Pure
air inlet nozzle jade green air inlet nozzle black

*Display quota is allocated.
End customer orders from CW 14 2022 (CZ, PL, SI, SK, HR, SE, FI, NO, DK, AU, NZ, PH, BG, CY, EE, GR, HU, IS, LI, LT, LV, MC, MT, RO, SM)
** Compatible with all BORA Ecotube components.
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BORA S Pure
Installation set-ups and planning

• With its compact dimensions, the BORA S Pure cooktop
fits into even the smallest of kitchens, solving all of your
space dilemmas.
• Return flow aperture on recirculation model PURSU:
500 cm² for optimum cooktop extractor performance
• Trims USL515 and USL515AB can be used

Surface mounting

Flush installation

4
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BORA X BO

We have a passion: steam.

The new comfort of cooking.

Having developed the revolutionary BORA extraction technology, we are now using steam in its finest form – for cooking:
BORA X BO – the steam oven.
The first professional appliance for the household sector that brings the comfort of cooking into the kitchen.
The BORA X BO is a real all-rounder combining an extractor, steamer and oven with integrated cleaning functions all in a single
appliance.

Brief explanation of the BORA X BO
Complete innovation: steam extraction.

Simple cleaning

This provides a clear view of the oven chamber and prevents
steam from escaping when the door is opened. A face full of
steam and clouded-up glasses are a thing of the past.

The interior is made entirely of stainless steel.
Easy to clean and descale using preset programmes.

No odour formation

Ergonomic operation

The combination of steam extraction and the integrated activated
charcoal filter reduces the formation of odours, even when
cooking strong-smelling food like fish.

The BORA X BO is controlled via a huge 19-inch display that can
also be folded up if necessary. The touchscreen simply responds
to the touch of your fingertips, just like a smartphone.
Numerous preset programmes and an intuitive user navigation
make cooking as easy as pie!

Perfect results
Precise cooking is achieved using the freely selectable
programmes: ‘Manual cooking’, ‘Automatic cooking’ and ‘Special
cooking’. When combined with the four-point food thermometer,
the cooking session is automatically ended as soon as the target
temperature is reached.

Beautiful design
High-end glass surfaces, multi-level lighting and the Black Panel
effect make the BORA X BO a visual highlight.

Steaming makes cooking easier and healthier
In today’s world, healthy eating should be one thing above all else: simple.
And this description does not just refer to the food itself, but also to how it is handled and cooked. Even during everyday life, eating
healthily and sensibly should be quick and easy. The steam envelops the food and heats up the cell structures. As the food is not in
direct contact with the water, it is cooked particularly gently.
This not only preserves the fresh taste, but also the colour, valuable vitamins and important minerals. As a result, you will need far
less salt and pepper for seasoning.
Want to tidy up or do a quick workout while your food is cooking?
This would normally be somewhat tricky as food can quickly become too dark. When steaming food, there is no need to constantly
monitor it as the temperature in the appliance remains constant and the addition of the steam prevents the food from burning.
When cooking with steam, a simple rule of thumb applies: anything you can boil in a pan can also be steamed.
BORA X BO
product film
6
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BORA X BO
What is a steam oven?
A steam oven combines the functions of two kitchen appliances: it
is a steamer and oven in one. Not only can it roast and bake, but
also, and above all, steam food. The benefit: the steam and heat
functions can be used separately or together, offering more
opportunities to gently cook food. One of the unique features of
steam baking is that you bake and roast with an injection of steam

and thereby the addition of moisture. Depending on the selected
programme, the appliance automatically sprays steam on the food
at specified intervals. Gone are the days when you had to open the
oven door to pour juices on a roast or add water to bread to stop it
from drying out.

More about the BORA X BO steam oven
BORA is committed to simple and healthy cooking.
The BORA X BO also lives up to this commitment. It is based on
the requirements of a professional appliance but designed to be
simpler to operate in private households. To develop the
BORA X BO, BORA entered into a partnership with a market
leader in the professional sector.
8

This means that BORA is providing the best of both worlds:
the performance of a professional appliance combined with
premium design and simple operation. This will make the
BORA X BO a true highlight in any home.
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19:25

Manual

Automatic

First dishes

Special

Favourites

Classic

BORA X BO
The new comfort of cooking.

Available for delivery from CW 48 2021 (display appliances), and from CW 2 2022 (customer orders)
Countries: DE, AT, CH, BE, GB, LI, LU, NL, DK*, ES*, FI*, FR*, IE*, IT*, MC*, NO*, PT*, SE*, SM*, CZ*, PL*, SI*, SK*, AD*

Fresh air and a clear view

Simple operation

Retain a clear view at all times:
the BORA X BO prevents you from getting a face full of steam
when you open the door. Its automatic door opening system
draws the steam backwards before the door is released – and
you won’t even smell a thing as the special filter absorbs all
odours, including fish.

The BORA X BO is controlled via a huge 19-inch display that can
also be folded up if necessary. The touchscreen simply responds
to the touch of your fingertips, just like a smartphone. Numerous
preset programmes and an intuitive user navigation make cooking
as easy as pie!

Simple cleaning

Top performance/best cooking results

Is your oven chamber dirty? No problem! The BORA X BO makes
life easier for you with three cleaning programmes from quick to
intensive cleaning – you don’t even need to wipe it dry! The twochamber cartridge cleans the oven chamber spotlessly without the
slightest effort – just like the plates and cups in your dishwasher!

As good as it gets: the BORA X BO stands out thanks to its
particularly uniform cooking results and its optimum heat
distribution. Your meals will come out perfectly, even when you
use all three levels at once. For example, if you bake lots of
croissants at the same time on three baking trays, they will all turn
out equally good!

XBORK/6
BORA X BO
cleaning cartridge

XBO

XBORS

XBOGF

BORA X BO steam oven

BORA X BO
frame spacer (pre-assembled)

BORA X BO
odour filter

All product information
Design
Its black frame and minimalist design make the BORA X BO a
work of art. The display uses impressively clear iconography and
integrates seamlessly into the attractive overall picture, which is
also enhanced by the stylish stainless steel oven
chamber.

Would you like to find out more about BORA products?
Simply scan the QR code with your smartphone
or visit our website:
bora.com/x-bo

XBOBGR

XBOUB

XBOGBG

XBOGBU

BORA X BO
oven rack

BORA X BO
universal tray

BORA X BO
perforated stainless steel
steamer tray

BORA X BO
non-perforated stainless steel
steamer tray

All products are included with the BORA X BO.
*Display quota is allocated, product and manual languages: German and English.
End customer orders and further languages from CW 18 2022
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BORA X BO
Installation set-ups and planning

Installation dimensions
• Space required in kitchen unit
560 mm (width) x 592 + 8 mm (height) x 560 mm (depth)
(standard oven recess)
• RJ45 connection:
Multi-drawer interface
(this can be controlled via the
BORA X BO)

• Minimum distance between the back of the appliance
and the adjacent structure: 30 mm
(for air flow, connections)
• BORA X BO front panel (frame)
595 mm x 595 mm

33

21

523
477

154 210
29
43

• Electricity supply
– single-phase 220–240 V
Fuse protection: 1 x 16 A or
1 x 32 A
– two-phase 380–415 V
Fuse protection: 2 x 16 A

• ¾” fresh water connection

• Waste water pipe trap connector with
19–22 mm diameter

Planning options
• Units or island
• Tall unit
• Not to be placed under BORA cooktops
or in a floor unit
Installation options
• Installation without frame spacer (flush-front model)
• Installation with a frame spacer (protruding model)
• Installation with two frame spacers (protruding model)
The frame spacers (12 mm) serve to balance out
different front thicknesses or to visually accentuate
the appliance (protruding at the front).

Max. power rating 6.1 kW

12
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BORA multi-drawer
The universal genius.
The BORA multi-drawer can meet all your needs when it comes to heating up food and crockery – and do a fair bit more too.
The clear touchscreen operating panel makes the appliance extremely simple to use while the handy presets make it easier to
regenerate or defrost food as well as to keep it warm. Even low-temperature cooking is possible.
Combining the BORA multi-drawer with a BORA X BO steam oven and its numerous settings expands the range of functions even further.
The BORA multi-drawer also impresses with a refined All Black design, premium materials and effortless cleaning.
Truly ingenious!

Warming crockery

Reheating food

60°C | 1 hr

100°C | 1 hr
Cover the food for optimum results

Keeping
food warm

Low-temperature
cooking

70°C | 3 hrs

80°C | 30 min to 6 hrs

Cover the food for optimum results

depending on the food

Defrosting food

BORA Connect

30°C | 4 hrs

Connectivity

The multi-drawer can be connected to the BORA X BO so that
functions can be set centrally via the BORA X BO steam oven.
This expands and simplifies the range of operating functions.

Glass fronts (MSF140/MSF290) designed to match the steam
oven are offered as accessories to give the front a uniform,
refined look.
Alternatively, it is possible to attach front panels that match the
design of the individual kitchen front. If required, these are to be
provided by the customer or the planner.
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BORA multi-drawer
The universal genius.

Available for delivery from CW 48 2021 (display appliances), and from CW 2 2022 (customer orders)
Countries: DE, AT, CH, BE, GB, LI, LU, NL, DK*, ES*, FI*, FR*, IE*, IT*, MC*, NO*, PT*, SE*, SM*, CZ*, PL*, SI*, SK*, AD*

Design

Simple operation

The BORA multi-drawer’s scaled-down ‘All Black’ design focuses
on the bare essentials. You have two choices for the handleless
front panel: you can either adapt its look to your existing kitchen
units so that it blends seamlessly into your kitchen architecture
or you can use the BORA glass front panel, which has the same
elegant design as the BORA X BO.

Simply tap the user-friendly touchscreen to select the desired
programme from the presets – or set the temperature and
heatingduration individually. If networked with a BORA X BO,
the BORA multi-drawer can also be controlled via its display.

Simple cleaning

Top performance/best cooking results

All of the BORA multi-drawer’s surfaces are easy to access and
therefore quick to clean. The sophisticated design has no sharp
edges or joints, so everything is sparkling clean again in a flash.

The BORA multi-drawer’s presets make it extremely versatile: you
can use it to pre-heat plates and dishes, cook at low temperatures,
regenerate or defrost food, or simply to keep meals warm. When
using the deeper version of the BORA multi-drawer, you can even
work on two levels, helping you perfectly conjure up even
demanding menus!

Best materials

BORA multi-drawer accessory: shelf rack

Best quality: the BORA multi-drawer is exclusively made with
carefully selected materials. The refined metal components and
black glass base ensure durability and robustness. All
workmanship is of the highest quality, so you can enjoy your
BORA multi-drawer for many years to come!

The BORA shelf rack can be used to heat up food that requires a
lower temperature than the dishes heated on the BORA multidrawer’s heated glass base. Perfect for heating baby food,
marinating dishes or for meals that you want to serve warm rather
than hot!

MS140

MSS140

MS290

MSS290

BORA multi-drawer 140 mm

BORA multi-drawer set
140 mm incl. glass front
(1x MS140, 1x MSF140)

BORA multi-drawer 290 mm

BORA multi-drawer set
290 mm incl. glass front
(1x MS290, 1x MSF290)

All product
information

MSER

MSF140

MSF290

BORA multi-drawer
shelf rack

BORA multi-drawer
glass front 140 mm

BORA multi-drawer
glass front 290 mm

Would you like to know more
about BORA products?
Simply scan the QR code with
your smartphone or visit our
website:
bora.com/multi-drawer

*Display quota is allocated, product and manual languages: German and English.
End customer orders and further languages from CW 18 2022
16
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BORA multi-drawer
Installation set-ups and planning
In addition to the BORA X BO steam oven, it is also possible to order the multi-drawer.
This can be installed and controlled in conjunction with the BORA X BO but is also available on its own.
2 different heights:
– 140 mm (article: MS140)
– 290 mm (article: MS290)

Connection: 1 x 16 A/220–240 V
Cooling device plug
Frequency: 50/60 Hz
Max. power consumption: 810 W

In the case of the 290 mm high multi-drawer, it is possible to order the BORA multi-drawer shelf rack (MSER) as an accessory. Using the
shelf rack enables the cooking area of the multi-drawer to be divided, thus providing a larger working area.

MS140 – BORA multi-drawer 140 mm

537

2,8

140

2,8

559

MS290 – BORA multi-drawer 290 mm

537

2,7

290

2,7

559
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BORA Shop in Shop
The main objective of displaying BORA products is increased brand
recognition.
BORA offers planning support for your display area. This way, we
can find an effective, striking solution for your needs together.

Choosing from our economical range of shop modules with
different sizes and set-ups is quick and easy.
For a standard design, we will be happy to provide you with
advance price information.

BORA marketing products
BORA is more than just ventilation technology – it’s an exciting
product range.
Not only does it enrich a kitchen’s design, but it makes life that bit
better and cooking a pure joy. Here at BORA we see time and time
again how customers become attached to their products.

Show what’s coming!
Place the BORA X BO tension frame in the oven recess
at the POS. This will enable you to show what the
BORA X BO looks like in original size until it finally arrives.
QR codes on the printed canvas allow your customers
to access detailed information and exciting videos
about the new steam oven.

This attachment gives rise to the responsibility of planning and
displaying everything perfectly as this is the basic requirement
for helping customers to fall in love with our systems.

WBXBSR
BORA X BO tension frame
Dimensions 598 x 598 mm

BORA giveaways
Small gifts keep friendships alive, but friendships can also
start with a small gift. BORA offers advertising materials
that you can order at any time from the BORA PartnerNet
(while stocks last).

WBXBBK-EN

WBKL

WBMFT

WBSBM

WBTL

BORA X BO recipe book
with 10 recipes

BORA wooden spoon

BORA microfibre cloth

BORA silicone
baking mat
Dimensions 376 x 320 mm

BORA pot holder
(1 pc.)

BORA augmented reality
AR app – a virtual BORA experience at home
A digital experience giving you a close-up look at how our cooktop
extractors work: with the AR app you can place the BORA systems
anywhere you like and find out how they work. Augmented reality
shows the visual contents through the mobile end device in the
real world and in actual size, giving the impression that the object
being displayed is right before your eyes.
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SCAN

BORA
flex oven

BORA
cooktop extractor
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BORA Lüftungstechnik GmbH
Rosenheimer Straße 33
D-83064 Raubling, Germany
T +49 (0) 80 35 98 40 - 0
F +49 (0) 80 35 98 40 - 3 00
info@bora.com

A
BORA Vertriebs GmbH & Co KG
Innstraße 1
A-6342 Niederndorf, Austria
T +43 (0) 53 73 6 22 50 - 0
F +43 (0) 53 73 6 22 50 - 90
mail@bora.com

INT
BORA Holding GmbH
Innstraße 1
A-6342 Niederndorf, Austria
T +43 (0) 53 73 6 22 50 - 0
F +43 (0) 53 73 6 22 50 - 90
mail@bora.com
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Errors and technical changes reserved. Last updated: 07/2021
Due to ongoing improvements thanks to research and development, BORA reserve the right to change product specifications or features without prior notice. BORA shall not be held
liable for printing errors. Publication of images and diagrams requires written authorisation.

bora.com

